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A large number of neutrophils infiltrate the lymph node (LN) within 4 h after Staphylococcus
aureus skin infection (4 h postinfection [hpi]) and prevent systemic S. aureus dissemi-
nation. It is not clear how infection in the skin can remotely and effectively recruit
neutrophils to the LN. Here, we found that lymphatic vessel occlusion substantially
reduced neutrophil recruitment to the LN. Lymphatic vessels effectively transported
bacteria and proinflammatory chemokines (i.e., Chemokine [C-X-C motif] motif 1
[CXCL1] and CXCL2) to the LN. However, in the absence of lymph flow, S. aureus
alone in the LN was insufficient to recruit neutrophils to the LN at 4 hpi. Instead,
lymph flow facilitated the earliest neutrophil recruitment to the LN by delivering che-
mokines (i.e., CXCL1, CXCL2) from the site of infection. Lymphatic dysfunction is
often found during inflammation. During oxazolone (OX)-induced skin inflamma-
tion, CXCL1/2 in the LN was reduced after infection. The interrupted LN conduits
further disrupted the flow of lymph and impeded its communication with high endo-
thelial venules (HEVs), resulting in impaired neutrophil migration. The impaired
neutrophil interaction with bacteria contributed to persistent infection in the LN.
Our studies showed that both the flow of lymph from lymphatic vessels to the LN
and the distribution of lymph in the LN are critical to ensure optimal neutrophil
migration and timely innate immune protection in S. aureus infection.
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Skin and soft tissue infections (SSTIs) are the most frequent microbial skin infections
in humans. Following a skin infection, neutrophils swarm around the invading
microbes. Neutrophils can directly phagocytose and kill pathogens. Additionally, the
activated neutrophils can release extracellular traps to immobilize pathogens, thus facili-
tating phagocytosis by other immune cells (1). These steps are critical to kill and
restrain pathogens at the site of infection. However, some microbes may escape from
the site of infection and travel through lymphatic vessels to the draining lymph node
(LN) (2–5). Macrophages in the subcapsular sinus (SCS) are the first layer of
LN-resident immune cells that capture these invading microbes (3, 6). Neutrophils
rapidly infiltrate the draining LN to serve as a second layer of innate immune protec-
tion. Together, these macrophages and neutrophils in the LN play critical roles in pre-
venting systemic pathogen dissemination (2, 5, 7). Depending on the type of microbial
infection and the timing postinfection, neutrophils can infiltrate the LN from both
high endothelial venules (HEVs) and lymphatic vessels (7–14). Staphylococcus aureus is
one of the leading causes of SSTI, and methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) infection
has become a worldwide health problem (15, 16). In S. aureus infection, neutrophils
rapidly enter the LN via HEVs within 4 h postinfection (hpi) (7–10). How S. aureus
skin infection can activate neutrophil recruitment from HEVs in the LN so quickly is
not fully understood. Whether or not neutrophil lymphatic trafficking contributes to
neutrophils recruitment via HEVs also remains unclear.
Lymph constantly flows from the skin to the LN for fluid balance and immune sur-

veillance. During the first several hours postinfection, lymph composition changes rap-
idly, containing microbes, regulatory factors, and cell components. Tissue migrating
dendritic cells (DCs) usually take several hours to activate and then, enter the LN via
afferent lymphatic vessels (17). Lymph, however, only takes a few minutes to flow
from infected skin via afferent lymphatic vessels to the draining LN. Thus, active
lymph flow can rapidly “report” changes caused by the infection from the skin to the
LN in a timely manner (4, 18). Whether and how the lymph flow from the skin to LN
regulates neutrophil recruitment via HEVs remain unclear.
Within the LN, active lymph flow guides the distribution of lymph and its contents

to designated locations (5). It is estimated that 90% of the afferent lymph flows
from the SCS to the medullary sinus (MS) (19). Large molecules and microbes in the
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afferent lymph are usually captured by CD169+ SCS macro-
phages (6, 20–23) and SCS DCs (3). As such, most pathogens
are restricted to the SCS after skin infection (2, 24). The acti-
vated SCS macrophages further secrete proinflammatory cytokines
to activate and recruit other types of cells to the SCS (2, 25). The
rest of the lymph can either diffuse or drain into the LN conduits
to reach deeper into the LN. Lymph diffusion shows exponential
decay from the sinus to 100 to 200 μm into the LN paracortex
(B cell zone and interfollicular zone) and much less to the T cell
zone (26). Conduit-mediated lymph drainage can rapidly reach
HEVs in the T cells zone (27). LN conduits are composed of a
core of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins wrapped by fibroblas-
tic reticular cells (FRCs). Lymph flow along the conduits delivers
small molecular weight (MW; MW < 70 kDa) antigens to the
T cell zone or the B cell follicles for effective antigen recognition
(28–30). Another important function of conduit-mediated lymph
flow is to deliver regulatory factors, such as chemokines and cyto-
kines, to HEVs, which contributes to immune cell homing to the
LN (27). It is not clear whether lymph distribution throughout
the LN can regulate neutrophil recruitment in the LN.
Skin infections often occur where the skin barrier is disrupted

either by injury or by skin diseases (31, 32). Dermatitis is a com-
mon skin disease, where dry and itchy skin cracks easily, making
it prone to infection (33). In clinical settings, MRSA infection is
hard to treat in dermatitis and causes a significant economic and
health care burden (34). The persistent infection increases the risk
of systemic bacterial dissemination (35, 36). Understanding the
factors that regulate neutrophil migration to the LN during
MRSA infection in dermatitis would help develop proper targets
to promote host immune protection. Oxazolone (OX) skin con-
tact sensitization induces skin inflammation (OX skin inflamma-
tion) and is often used to model contact and atopic dermatitis
(37, 38). OX skin inflammation induces LN cell expansion, where
the LN stromal cells and conduits undergo substantial remodeling
(39, 40). Moreover, lymphatic vessel contraction and lymph flow
to the LNs are reduced during OX skin inflammation (41, 42). It
is, however, still unclear whether lymphatic dysfunction during
OX skin inflammation impacts neutrophil migration in S. aureus
skin infection.
In this study, we investigated how skin infection can effectively

recruit neutrophils to the LN at the earliest time postinfection.
By surgically suturing the afferent lymphatic vessels, we blocked
lymph flow from the skin to the LN and prevented neutrophil
recruitment to the LN at 4 hpi. However, within 4 hpi, the lym-
phatic vessels did not transport neutrophils from the skin to the
LN but could effectively send S. aureus and soluble regulatory
factors to the LN. Direct injection of S. aureus into the LN could
not effectively recruit neutrophils to the LN. Instead, chemoki-
ne(C-X-C motif) ligand 1 (CXCL1) and CXCL2 injected in the
skin were sufficient to recruit neutrophils to the LN. Therefore,
lymph-borne chemokines were essential factors to activate HEVs
to recruit neutrophils at the acute phase. During OX skin inflam-
mation, lymphatic dysfunction not only reduced CXCL1/2 in
the LN but also, reduced lymph (and its contents) reaching
HEVs via the conduits. The compromised lymph flow was asso-
ciated with impaired neutrophil interaction with S. aureus, allow-
ing for persistent infection in the LN.

Results

The First Wave of Neutrophil Infiltration in the LN after
S. aureus Infection Is Dependent on Functional Afferent
Lymphatic Vessels. Within 4 h post–S. aureus infection (4 hpi),
a large number of neutrophils are recruited to the LN (7–10).

Neutrophils can infiltrate the LN from HEVs and lymphatic
vessels after infection (7–14). Previous studies have established
that neutrophils are not detected in the lymphatic vessels before
4 hpi (7). At 8hpi, approximately 2.5% neutrophils in the LN
are trafficking from lymphatic vessels (11). Therefore, we expect
more than 97% of the neutrophils to enter the LN via HEVs in
the acute phase of neutrophil recruitment. We sought to investi-
gate how skin infection communicates with the LN to efficiently
recruit neutrophils via HEVs before 4 hpi.

Because lymph flow can report changes in the site of infection
to the LN in a matter of minutes, we first investigated if func-
tional lymphatic vessels contribute to neutrophil recruitment to
the LN by 4 hpi. We used Evans Blue dye to visualize lymphatic
vessels and surgically sutured afferent lymphatic vessels from the
footpad to the popliteal lymph node (pLN) (Fig. 1A) (43).
Using Flourescein isothiocyanate (FITC, ∼400 Da) as a tracer,
lymph (indicated by FITC) could not effectively enter the LN
nor reach HEVs, indicating that lymph flow from the skin to

Fig. 1. The first wave of neutrophil recruitment in the LN depends on
lymph flow. (A) A representative picture of the procedure of suturing affer-
ent lymphatic vessels. (B) FITC distribution in pLN cryosections of sham and
sutured WT mice after they are i.d. injected with FITC at the footpad. n = 5
per group. (C) Schematic diagram of lymphatic suture before infection,
10 mpi, and 2 hpi. (D) Neutrophils (CD11b+Ly6G+) in the draining pLN were
quantified by flow cytometry. n = 6 to 7. Data are mean ± SD (Mann–Whitney
test). (E) Neutrophil (LysM-GFP+) accumulation on SCS by imaging whole-
mount pLNs. n = 3 to 5 per group. (F) Cryosections of pLNs were stained with
anti-Ly6G (green; neutrophils) and anti-Lyve1 (red; lymphatic endothelial
cells). n = 4 to 5 per group. **P < 0.01; ns, no significance.
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the LN was blocked (Fig. 1B). Next, we sutured lymphatic ves-
sels under three conditions: 1) before infection, 2) 10 min post-
infection (mpi), and 3) 2 hpi. Skin incision with Evans Blue dye
injection and S. aureus injection were performed as the sham
group. All the LNs were collected at 4 hpi (Fig. 1C). The naïve
LNs and LNs at 2 hpi were collected as negative and early time
point controls, respectively. Using wild type (WT, C57BL/6J)
mice to quantify the number of neutrophils (CD11b+Ly6G+)
via flow cytometry, we found that neutrophils were recruited
into the pLNs by 2 hpi and that the number sharply increased
between 2 and 4 hpi. This recruitment was disrupted when lym-
phatic vessels were sutured before infection or at 10 mpi. When
sutured at 2 hpi, there were more neutrophils in the pLNs com-
pared with the first two time points, but there remained signifi-
cantly fewer than those in the sham 4 hpi (Fig. 1D). Using the
LysM-green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter mice to trace
neutrophils, we imaged the SCS of whole-mount pLNs and
found neutrophil accumulation in the SCS at 4 hpi in control
mice. When lymphatic vessels were sutured before the infection,
at 10 mpi, or at 2 hpi, the number of neutrophils in the SCS
was substantially fewer than those in the control pLNs at 4 hpi
(Fig. 1E). WT mice LN cryosections also showed an increase
of neutrophils in the LN at 2 hpi and a sharp increase from 2 to
4 hpi. At 2 hpi, most early arrival neutrophils were located in
the MS, where Lyve1 staining was concentrated (Fig. 1F). Since
neutrophils had been recruited to the LN before 2 hpi (the early
time point control), more neutrophils were accumulated in the
pLNs sutured at 2 hpi than those sutured before infection or at
10 mpi, but there were still significantly fewer than those in the
sham pLN at 4 hpi (Fig. 1F). Thus, blocking lymphatic vessels
either before or after infection significantly reduced neutrophil
recruitment to the LN at 4 hpi.
In addition to carrying materials in and out of the LN,

lymph flow plays a vital role in maintaining the homeostatic
function of HEVs and cell compartmentalization in LNs
(44–46). It is important to exclude the possibility that surgical
intervention on lymphatic vessels impaired HEV and LN
microenvironments, disrupting immune cell homing to the
LN. Therefore, we adoptively transferred Carboxyfluorescein
succinimidyl ester (CFSE)-labeled splenocytes to sham and
sutured mice and collected the pLNs 4 h later (SI Appendix, Fig.
1A). Cryosections with immunofluorescence (IF) staining
showed that CFSE+ cell homing and distribution in the pLN
were comparable between sham and sutured mice (SI Appendix,
Fig. 1B). Flow cytometry analysis showed that the proportion
and the number of CFSE+ splenocytes in the LN as well as the
composition of CFSE+ cells (proportions of T cells, B cell, and
myeloid cells) were comparable between sham and sutured mice
(SI Appendix, Fig. 1 C and D). These results showed that HEV
and the LN microenvironment for immune cell homing were
intact at 4 h postsurgery, which was the time frame we focused
on in this study.

Neutrophil Trafficking in Afferent Lymphatic Vessels Was Not
Detected before 4 hpi. Next, we set out to investigate the
mechanism by which blocking lymphatic vessels could prevent
neutrophil migration to the LN. Because neutrophils can travel
through lymphatic vessels to the draining LNs (11–13), we per-
formed intravital time-lapse imaging of neutrophil migration in
the footpad (injection site), the LN, and the afferent lymphatic
vessels between 2 and 4 hpi. At 2 hpi, some neutrophils had
entered the MS, few had moved to the SCS of the pLNs,
and some neutrophils had entered the footpad. Between 2 and
4 hpi, neutrophils in the SCS and MS were sharply increased

in the pLNs and the footpad. However, while we observed
active neutrophil circulation in the blood vessels in the adipose
tissue surrounding the afferent lymphatic vessels, we did not
observe neutrophil trafficking in the afferent lymphatic vessels
(Movie S1 and SI Appendix, Fig. 2). Since neutrophil trafficking
in lymphatic vessels was below the detection level at 2 to 4 hpi
and a substantial number of neutrophils had been recruited to
the LN at 4 hpi, neutrophil lymphatic trafficking was unlikely to
contribute to neutrophil recruitment via HEVs.

Without Lymph Flow or Skin Infection, Bacteria Alone in the
LNs Are Not Effective in Recruiting Neutrophils. Next, we
determined if lymph-borne bacteria trafficked to the LN were
responsible for activating LN-resident cells (i.e., SCS macro-
phages) and recruiting neutrophils. S. aureus had entered the
pLNs as early as 10 mpi, and the number of bacteria in the
pLNs reached a plateau by 2 hpi by counting colony forming
units (CFUs) in the LN (Fig. 2A). We sutured lymphatic ves-
sels before infection, at 10 mpi, or at 2 hpi and collected the
LNs at 4 hpi. As expected, when lymphatic vessels were sutured
before infection, S. aureus could not enter the LN. S. aureus
had already entered the pLNs when lymphatic vessels were
sutured at 10 mpi and 2 hpi (Fig. 2B). In a separate experiment
imaging the SCS of whole-mount LNs from mice infected with
GFP-labeled S. aureus, the bacteria were in the SCS of both
sham and sutured at 10 mpi groups but not in the sutured
before infection group (Fig. 2C). Thus, S. aureus was able to
enter the LN as early as 10 mpi. However, when lymphatic ves-
sels were blocked, the presence of S. aureus in the LN was inef-
fective at recruiting neutrophils at 4 hpi (Fig. 1 C–F).

To further determine if the presence of bacteria in the LN
without a concurrent skin infection could attract neutrophils,
we intranodally (i.n.) microinjected 105 S. aureus with Evans
Blue dye (Fig. 2D). Because pLNs were too small for i.n. injec-
tion, we performed this experiment in the inguinal lymph
nodes (iLNs). PBS or S. aureus (with Evans Blue) intradermal
(i.d.) infection at the flank served as a control. At 4 hpi, by
imaging the SCS of whole-mount LNs and LN sections, i.d.
infection at the flank showed substantial neutrophil accumula-
tion in the SCS and throughout the LNs at 4 hpi (Fig. 2 D–F).
However, only a small number of neutrophils were observed
around the injection site in both PBS and S. aureus i.n. injection
(indicated by Evens Blue dye) (Fig. 2 D, arrows, E, and F). The
CFUs of S. aureus in the iLNs at 4 hpi were comparable between
i.n. injection and i.d. infection (Fig. 2G). These results showed
that without concurrent skin infection, the presence of S. aureus
in the LN could not effectively recruit neutrophils to the LNs at
4 hpi either.

CXCL1 and CXCL2 in the Skin Are Sufficient to Recruit
Neutrophils to the LN. Neutrophil recruitment through HEVs
requires interaction with adhesion molecules (peripheral node
addressin [PNAd]), integrins, and chemokines (7, 10). PNAd
and integrins are conservatively expressed on HEVs for
immune cell homing. Multiplex chemokine and cytokine dis-
covery array analysis (31-plex; Eve Technology) showed that
chemokines related to neutrophil recruitment, such as CXCL1
and CXCL2, had increased slightly in the pLN at 2 hpi, fol-
lowed by a significant increase between 2 and 4 hpi (Fig. 2H
and SI Appendix, Table 1). To determine if blocking lymph
flow impaired CXCL1 and CXCL2 levels in the LN, we sutured
the lymphatic vessels before infection or at 2 hpi (to give suffi-
cient time for bacteria entry and LN-resident cell activation).
Suturing either before infection or at 2 hpi resulted in lower
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Fig. 2. Chemokines but not bacteria in the LN are essential to recruit neutrophils within 4 hpi. (A) Kinetics of S. aureus accumulation (CFUs) in pLNs (10 mpi,
2 hpi, and 4 hpi). (B) S. aureus CFUs in the pLNs at 4 hpi in control, suture before infection, and suture at 10 mpi groups. (C) GFP S. aureus distribution in the SCS
by imaging whole-mount LN. n = 3 to 5 per group. (D) Neutrophil accumulation in iLNs at 4 hpi with i.d. or i.n. injection of Evans Blue or S. aureus plus Evans
Blue in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Evans Blue showed lymph distribution. Arrows indicate i.n. injection site. (E and F) Image quantification of neutrophils
on SCS of whole-mount LN (E) and LN cryosection (F). (G) S. aureus CFUs in the LNs at 4 hpi with i.d. or i.n. S. aureus infection. (H) Chemokine/cytokine array of
pLNs from control, 2 hpi, 4 hpi, suture before, and suture at 2 hpi groups. n = 3 to 4. (I) Chemokine/cytokine array of the pLN at 4 hpi in mice treated with rat
IgG or anti-Gr1 antibody. n = 4. (J) Neutrophil (green) distribution in pLN at 2 h after rCXCL1, rCXCL2, or combination injection. n = 5 to 7. (A, B, and E–J). Data are
mean ± SD (unpaired one-way ANOVA [E–H and J] or unpaired Student’s t test [I]). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0005; ns, no significance.
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CXCL1 and CXCL2 levels in the LN (Fig. 2H and SI Appendix,
Table 1). Considering that bacteria in the LN had reached a pla-
teau by 2 hpi and that some neutrophils had already entered the
LN (Figs. 1 and 2 A–C), these results showed that without active
lymph flow, cells in the LN could not efficiently produce
CXCL1 and CXCL2 at 4 hpi. Chemokines had also increased at
2 hpi and sharply increased between 2 and 4 hpi in the footpad.
Blocking lymph flow did not impact CXCL1 and CXCL2 pro-
duction in the footpad (SI Appendix, Fig. 3 and Table 2).

Although we could not exclude the possibility that
LN-resident cells may require active lymph flow to maintain
their chemokine production ability, these results indicated that
CXCL1 and CXCL2 in the LN might come from the site of
infection in skin with lymph flow. Therefore, we injected
recombinant mouse CXCL1 (rCXCL1), rCXCL2, or both in
the footpad. The draining pLNs were collected 2 h later, and
the contralateral pLNs were collected as controls. Very few neu-
trophils were observed in control pLNs. Neutrophils were
recruited to the draining pLNs in all these conditions (Fig. 2J).
These results showed that lymph-borne proinflammatory che-
mokines from the skin were sufficient to recruit neutrophils in
the LN as early as 2 h.

It is possible that the first wave of neutrophils in the LN at
2 hpi produces chemokines to recruit more neutrophils. There-
fore, we depleted neutrophils by intraperitoneal injection of anti-
Gr1 antibody or rat Immunoglobulin G (IgG) control 24 h prior
to infection. The pLNs were collected at 4 hpi. CXCL1 concen-
tration was comparable between control IgG and anti-Gr1 treated
pLNs. CXCL2 levels were reduced in the anti-Gr1–treated mice
(Fig. 2I and SI Appendix, Table 3) but remained substantially
higher than control or sutured groups (SI Appendix, Tables 1 and
3). Thus, the first wave of neutrophils did not play a substantial
role in chemokine production in the LNs. Together, these results
showed that lymph-borne chemokines CXCL1/2 from skin were
sufficient to recruit neutrophil to the LN via HEVs. Neither neu-
trophil trafficking in lymphatic vessels nor lymph-borne bacteria
were essential contributors to neutrophil recruitment to the LN
at 4 hpi.

Skin Inflammation Interrupts Neutrophil Recruitment in
Response to S. aureus Infection. Inflammation is often associ-
ated with lymphatic dysfunction, such as suppressed lymphatic
pumping and reduced lymph flow (41, 42, 47). To study if
inflammation-induced lymphatic dysfunction alters neutrophil
response upon infection, we used OX contact sensitization to
induce skin inflammation that peaks at day 4 (OXd4). To
avoid the interruption of cytokine and chemokine production
at the infection site due to skin inflammation, we sensitized the
mice with OX on the abdomen and injected S. aureus in the
intact skin on the flank. iLNs were collected at 4 hpi (Fig. 3A).
Only a few neutrophils were observed in the contralateral LN
at OXd4 without infection (Fig. 3B, CTL). Neutrophils dis-
tributed throughout the draining iLNs at 4hpi, reaching both

Fig. 3. OX skin inflammation interrupts neutrophil positioning when
exposed to secondary infection. (A) The schematic diagram of the experi-
mental design. Mice were treated with OX on their shaved abdomens.

Four days after OX treatment (OXd4), control (uninflamed) and OXd4
(inflamed) mice were infected with 2.5 × 107 S. aureus i.d. in the right flank.
The contralateral (CTL) and the draining iLNs were collected at 4 or 24 hpi.
(B) Neutrophil distribution (LysM-GFP+) at 4 hpi in iLN cryosections stained
with anti-B220 (blue; B cells) and anti-Lyve1 (red). n = 5. (C) Representative
flow cytometry scatterplots of neutrophil (CD11b+Ly6G+) at 4 and 20 hpi in
control and OXd4 iLNs. (D) LN cell counts and neutrophil quantification at
4 and 20 hpi in control and OXd4 iLNs by flow cytometry. n = 7 to 9. Data
are mean ± SD (multiple Student’s t test). (E and F) Chemokine/cytokine
level in the LN (E) and skin (F) of control and OXd4 mice. n = 3 to 4
per group. Data are mean ± SD (unpaired one-way ANOVA). *P < 0.05;
**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0005; ns, no significance.
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the SCS and MS (Fig. 3B, top draining LN). In the OXd4
draining iLNs, the number of neutrophils appeared to be sub-
stantially reduced, and they were preferentially positioned in
the MS (Fig. 3B, bottom draining LN). In order to determine
if neutrophil recruitment or positioning in OXd4 LNs can be
restored given a longer time point, we collected the control and
OXd4 iLNs at 24 hpi. By this time, neutrophils had migrated
away from the SCS of control draining LNs. However, in the
OXd4 draining iLNs, the neutrophils remained restricted in the
MS, which indicates they could not migrate to the SCS, even at
a later time point (SI Appendix, Fig. 4). Because LNs had sub-
stantially expanded at OXd4, we further quantified the absolute
number of neutrophils in the LNs by flow cytometry. While the
proportion of neutrophils in OXd4 iLNs was significantly
reduced, the number of neutrophils per LN was not significantly
different compared with the control LNs at 4 or 20 hpi (Fig. 3 C
and D). Therefore, the proportion and the positioning of neutro-
phils, rather than the number of neutrophils, were substantially
changed after S. aureus infection in OXd4 iLNs.
Because lymph-borne chemokines are the major contributors

to the neutrophil recruitment in the LN, we measured the con-
centration of proinflammatory chemokines in the LN by multi-
plex chemokine and cytokine discovery array. Without infection,
CXCL1 and CXCL2 levels were low and comparable between
control and OXd4 iLNs. CXCL1 and CXCL2 were increased
but significantly lower in the OXd4 4 hpi iLNs than control
4 hpi iLNs (Fig. 3E and SI Appendix, Table 4). CXCL1 in the
skin infection site of OXd4 mice was reduced but remained sig-
nificantly higher than the controls. CXCL2 in skin infection sites
was comparable between control and OXd4 infections (Fig. 3F
and SI Appendix, Table 5). These data demonstrated that OXd4
LNs were unable to effectively recruit neutrophils from the
HEVs in response to S. aureus skin infection.

Neutrophil Positioning in the SCS Is Not Dependent on SCS
Macrophages. To better understand the molecular mechanism of
how OX skin inflammation changed neutrophil recruitment in
OXd4 iLNs, we collected control and OXd4 iLNs at 4 hpi to
compare their proteomes (SI Appendix, Fig. 5A). Based on the
Reactome Pathway analysis (using STRING v11.0 [https://string-
db.org]) of the enriched proteins in LNs at 4 hpi, CD169 expres-
sion was significantly reduced in OXd4 LNs (Fig. 4A). To verify
the proteomic analysis results, the reduction of CD169 expression
in the SCS was demonstrated by cryosections with IF staining
(Fig. 4B), and the median fluorescent intensity (MFI) was margin-
ally reduced by flow cytometry analysis (Fig. 4C). Whole-mount
imaging of the SCS showed a significant reduction of CD169+

macrophages in OXd4 iLNs (Fig. 4D). Together, these results ver-
ified the reduced CD169 expression in OXd4 LNs identified by
the unbiased proteomic analysis.
CD169+ SCS macrophages are the first layer of cells in the

LN that encounter microbes trafficked via afferent lymphatic
vessels, and they play a critical role in bacterial phagocytosis
and production of proinflammatory cytokines to recruit other
types of cells (5). To determine if the reduced CD169+ macro-
phage layer impaired neutrophil migration, we used clodronate
liposomes to deplete macrophages in the pLNs and PBS lipo-
somes as controls. Depletion of CD169+ macrophages was
confirmed by IF staining (Fig. 4E). At 4 hpi, there was no dif-
ference in neutrophil recruitment or positioning in the SCS
(Fig. 4E). Therefore, neutrophil migration was not dependent
on the CD169+ SCS macrophages after S. aureus infection,
which is consistent with a previous report (7).

LN Remodeling Impairs Lymph Flow along the Conduits but
Not around the Sinus. Based on the Reactome Pathway analy-
sis, we also identified a network of ECM proteins, including
collagens I, II, IV, and VI as well as Laminin 1 and Laminin 2,
that were reduced in OXd4 LNs (Fig. 4A). ECM proteins are
major components of LN conduits, which facilitate lymph flow
and trafficking of small MW material from the SCS to the
T cell zone and HEVs. LN cryosections showed that the

Fig. 4. Neutrophil migration does not depend on SCS macrophages.
(A) Proteomics analysis. LNs were collected from control and OXd4 mice at
4 hpi. Reactome pathway analysis using STRING-DB showed reduced ECM
proteins and Siglec1 (CD169) in the OXd4 LNs compared with the control
LNs. (B) CD169 (red) and Lyve1 (green) in control and OXd4 LNs. (C) MFIs of
CD169 in control and OXd4 LNs quantified by flow cytometry. (D) Anti-
CD169 IF staining on whole-mount iLNs collected at 4 hpi (gray; SCS macro-
phages; Left). CD169 density on SCS quantification per region of interest
(ROI; Right). n = 7. (E) Neutrophil recruitment in macrophage depletion
mice. (Upper Left) Anti-CD169 (red) and DAPI (gray; nuclei staining). (Lower
Left) Anti-Lyve1 (green) and anti-Gr1 (red; neutrophils and monocytes). n =
4 per group. (C–E) Data are mean ± SD (unpaired Student’s t test). CLL,
clodronate liposome; PBSL, PBS liposome. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ns, no
significance.
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density and diameter of collagen I+ conduits were significantly
reduced in OXd4 LNs compared with control LNs (Fig. 5A
and SI Appendix, Fig. 6). To understand if the reduced conduit
density and diameter impact lymph flow in the LN, control
and OXd4 LNs were collected 2 or 24 h after FITC treatment
(Fig. 5B). Much less FITC was detected in LN conduits of
OXd4 LNs compared with control LNs (Fig. 5C). At 24 h post-
FITC treatment, FITC was still restricted to the SCS and MS in
OXd4 LNs compared with control LNs (Fig. 5D). After optical
clearing with Benzyl Alcohol/ Benzyl Benzoate (BABB), three-
dimensionally (3D) reconstructed images showed that FITC could
not penetrate OXd4 LNs as deep as control LNs (Fig. 5 E, Left).
Quantification of FITC density was performed every 30 μm from
the LN SCS inward, revealed that FITC density was comparable

between control and OXd4 LNs in the first 30 μm from the cap-
sule, but FITC density was substantially reduced in OXd4 LNs
for the subsequent 30 to 150 μm from the capsule (Fig. 5 E,
Right). To rule out the potential impacts on FITC distribution
by sample processing, we used time-lapse intravital live imaging
to track FITC distribution in LNs. Consistently, FITC entered
the conduits and penetrated deep into control LNs (Movie S2).
In OXd4 LNs, FITC was restricted to the sinus (Movie S3).
Together, these results showed that OX inflammation reduced
conduits and impeded lymph penetration into the LN paren-
chyma via conduits but did not significantly reduce lymph flow
from the SCS to MS.

To further verify if the altered lymph flow distribution impacted
immune cell activation in the LN, we measured LN-resident DC

Fig. 5. OX skin inflammation impairs lymph flow in conduits. (A) Conduit (red) in control and OXd4 iLNs (Left). The density (Center) and the diameter (Right)
of collagen I+ conduits in the iLNs of control and OXd4 mice. n = 4 to 5 per group. (B) The schematic diagram of the experimental design. Mice were treated
with OX on their shaved abdomens. The control and OXd4 mice were treated with FITC on both flanks. After 2 or 24 h, the iLNs were collected for analysis.
(C) FITC distribution with conduits in the iLNs at 2 h after FITC sensitization. LN cryosections were stained with anti-ERTR7 (red; FRCs) and anti-collagen
I (blue; conduit). (D) FITC distribution (Left) and density (Right) at 24 h after FITC sensitization. Scale bar = 200 μm. (E) 3D-reconstructed images of FITC in
whole-mount LN at 24 h after FITC sensitization (Left). FITC density with depth was quantified every 30 μm from the capsule (Right). n > 5 mice per group.
(F–I). Control and OXd4 LNs were collected at 2 and 24 h after FITC sensitization. (F) Representative flow cytometry plot of FITC+ DCs. (G–I) FITC+cDC2, cDC1,
and SCS macrophage quantification. n = 10 iLNs/group. (A, D, E, and G–I) Data are mean ± SEM (unpaired one-way ANOVA [A and G–I] or unpaired Student’s
t test [D and E]). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0005; ns, no significance.
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activation by FITC. It is known that LN-resident DCs are
divided into two major populations, cDC1 and cDC2. cDC1
(CD11b�CD11c+) is located deeper in the T cell zone, while
cDC2 (CD11b+CD11c+) is located close to the SCS and MS
(26). Flow cytometry results showed that the number of FITC+

cDC1 (DCs that captured FITC) was substantially reduced in
OXd4 LNs compared with control LNs, while the numbers of
FITC+ cDC2 and FITC+CD169+ SCS macrophages between
control and OXd4 LNs at 2 and 24 h after FITC sensitization
are comparable (Fig. 5 F–I). Together, these results showed that
in the OXd4 LNs, lymph could flow around the SCS to the
MS, but it could not effectively enter the T cell zone via
conduits.

Inflammation Impairs Lymph from Reaching HEVs via Conduits
but Not in the MS. HEVs are located deep in the T cell zones
and in the MS of LNs (48–50). Chemokines in lymph can dif-
fuse from the sinuses to the nearby HEVs or flow along the
conduits to HEVs. Therefore, we examined how lymph can
reach HEVs between control and OXd4 LNs. Using LN cryo-
sections, we measured the distance from the SCS to the HEVs
or from the MS to HEVs in the LNs. The results showed that
OX skin inflammation substantially increased the distance from
the SCS to HEVs but not from the MS to HEVs (Fig. 6A).
Using FITC as a lymph tracer, in control LNs, a strong FITC
signal was detected around HEVs near both the SCS and MS
at 4 h post-FITC treatment (Fig. 6 B-D, control). In OXd4
LNs, FITC signal was restricted to the SCS and MS. Only a
small amount of FITC from the SCS could reach HEVs
located in the interfollicular or T cell zone (close to SCS). In
the MS, despite a slightly weaker FITC signal, HEVs located
near the MS remained exposed to FITC (Fig. 6 B-D, OXd4).
These results suggested that due to the increased distance and
reduced conduits in OXd4 LNs, lymph preferentially reached
HEVs in the MS of OXd4 LNs. Thus, lymph-borne soluble fac-
tors (including chemokines) in OXd4 LNs were unable to diffuse
or flow along the conduits to HEVs in the interfollicular or the
T cell zones.

Neutrophils Preferentially Migrate via HEVs Located in the MS.
We used LysM-GFP mice to characterize neutrophil transmigra-
tion in HEVs located in different areas of LNs. In control LNs,
at 4 hpi, neutrophils were detected in both the luminal and ablu-
minal sides of HEVs across the LN (Fig. 6 E, control and F,
control). In OXd4 LNs, slightly fewer neutrophils were detected
in the lumen of HEVs close to the SCS (interfollicular and the
T cell zone). However, a substantially reduced neutrophil count
on the abluminal side of HEVs indicated a significantly reduced
neutrophil transmigration from HEVs to the OXd4 LN (Fig.
6 E, SCS and F, SCS). In the MS of OXd4 LNs, there was no
significant difference between the number of neutrophils in the
lumen of HEVs compared with control LNs. Neutrophils on
the abluminal side of HEVs in OXd4 LNs were only slightly
reduced compared with control LNs (Fig. 6 E, MS and F, MS).

To further determine whether altered lymph flow reduced
lymph-borne chemokines to recruit neutrophils in the OXd4
LN, we injected rCXCL1 in the footpads of control and OXd4
mice (without infection) and collected their pLNs 2 h later.
Neutrophil positioning in the OXd4 LNs was altered, preferen-
tially located in the MS compared with control LNs (Fig. 6G).

Fig. 6. OX skin inflammation interrupts lymph reaching HEVs and changes
neutrophil migration in HEVs. (A) Distribution of HEVs in control and OXd4
iLNs. Cryosections were stained with anti-PNAd (red; HEV) and anti-Lyve1
(green) antibodies to show HEVs and sinuses (Left). The distance between
HEVs with the SCS or MS in the control and OXd4 LNs (Right). n = 4. (B and
C) FITC HEV distribution in control and OXd4 iLNs at 4 h after FITC treat-
ment. (D) Quantification of FITC density per HEV near the SCS or MS in
control and OXd4 iLNs. n = 5 to 6. Data are mean ± SD (unpaired Student’s
t test). (E) Neutrophil (LysM-GFP) distribution around HEVs (PNAd) in control
and OXd4 LN. (F) Neutrophil (GFP) intensity in luminal and abluminal areas
of HEVs (PNAd). n = 4 to 5. Data are mean ± SD (unpaired Student’s t test).
(G) Neutrophil (LysM-GFP) distribution in the pLNs 2 h after rCXCL1

injection. n = 4. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0005; ns, no
significance.
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Collectively, concurrent with reduced lymph along the conduits
in the OXd4 LN, neutrophils did not migrate in the HEVs close
to the SCS. However, neutrophils were able to transmigrate via
HEVs located in the MS, where HEVs remained exposed to
lymph (including lymph-borne chemokines) in OXd4 LNs.

Bacterial Clearance Is Delayed in OXd4 LNs. S. aureus is
restricted to the SCS of LNs after infection. Neutrophils play a
critical role in phagocytosis, killing bacteria and preventing bacte-
rial systemic dissemination. We investigated whether the inter-
rupted neutrophil positioning to the SCS in OXd4 LNs had an
impact on S. aureus clearance. In LysM-GFP reporter mice, neu-
trophils could not migrate to the SCS in OXd4 pLNs, a similar
result to our observations in OXd4 iLNs (Fig. 7A). We collected
control and OXd4 pLNs at 4 hpi and quantified the bacterial
load by counting CFUs. The CFUs were not significantly differ-
ent between control and OXd4 mice at 4 hpi, indicating that
OX inflammation did not prevent bacteria entering the LNs
(Fig. 7B). When using GFP S. aureus to observe bacteria distribu-
tion in the LN, we found that GFP S. aureus at 4 hpi was
restricted to the SCS in both control and OXd4 LNs. Neutrophils
were accumulated around the GFP S. aureus in control LNs but
not in OXd4 LNs (Fig. 7C), confirming that neutrophils could
not reach the SCS in OXd4 and left the S. aureus unattended.

Because neutrophils play important roles in killing bacteria in
the LN, we quantified the number of bacteria at various time
points postinfection to determine the duration of infection in the
LNs and to determine how the impaired neutrophil positioning
in the LN impacts bacteria clearance. In control pLNs, the bacte-
rial load was substantially reduced from 24 hpi to 3 d postinfec-
tion (dpi) and was entirely cleared by 7 dpi. In OXd4 pLNs, the
number of bacteria remained similar from 24 hpi to 7 dpi (Fig.
7D). To determine if bacteria spread to downstream LNs or into
circulation, we collected the downstream iLNs, blood, liver, and
spleens to count the CFUs. Bacteria could spread to downstream
iLNs in both control and OXd4 mice by 24 hpi, and persistent
infection was observed in the OXd4 iLNs but not in control
iLNs (Fig. 7D). S. aureus was barely detected in the blood in
either control or OXd4 mice (SI Appendix, Fig. 7). Systemic dis-
semination of S. aureus is dominantly sequestered in the liver and
the spleen after 30 min (51). We observed a trend of increase of
S. aureus spreading into the liver and spleen of OXd4 mice (Fig.
7E). Thus, impaired neutrophil positioning resulted in persistent
infection in the LN and a trend of increased systemic spreading
of infection during OX skin inflammation.

Discussion

Skin-draining LNs play a pivotal role in eliminating and pre-
venting the systemic spread of pathogens during SSTIs. One
critical early step is the rapid recruitment of neutrophils to the
LNs, which can kill bacteria and prevent systemic dissemina-
tion (7, 9). By blocking lymph flow before or at a short time
after S. aureus infection, our studies showed that rapid neutro-
phil recruitment to the LN via HEVs depends on functional
lymphatic vessels. Lymphatic vessels transport cells, bacteria,
and soluble factors (including bacterial-derived free-form anti-
gens and infection-induced regulatory factors) from the skin to
the LN. Lymph flow in the LN facilitates the distribution of

Fig. 7. Delayed bacterial clearance in the OXd4 LNs. (A) Neutrophil distri-
bution (LysM-GFP) in pLNs at 4 hpi in control and OXd4 mice. (B) The sche-
matic diagram of the experimental design (Upper). S. aureus was injected in
the footpad of control and OXd4 mice. The draining pLNs were collected at
4 hpi. S. aureus CFUs (Lower) in control and OXd4 pLNs. n = 6 per group.
Data are mean ± SD (unpaired Student’s t test). (C) GFP S. aureus and neu-
trophil distribution in the control and OXd4 pLNs. (D and E) Bacterial load
(CFUs) in control and OXd4 mice. The draining pLNs, downstream iLNs (D),
spleen, and liver (E) were collected on different days postinfection. n = 6 to
8 per group. Data are mean ± SD (unpaired one-way ANOVA). (F) Schematic
diagram of neutrophil positioning in the LN. At an early stage of infection,
lymph flow transports S. aureus to the SCS. Soluble antigens and regulatory
factors in lymph can reach the HEVs throughout the LN to direct neutro-
phils migration. Skin inflammation reduces the transport of lymph-borne
factors (including chemokines) to the LN. LN cell expansion and conduit
remodeling change lymph–HEV communication in LN. Lymph could reach
HEVs in the MS but not those in the interfollicular and T cell zone (close to

the SCS). Consequently, neutrophils preferentially transmigrate through
the HEVs in the MS of the OXd4 LNs. *P < 0.05; ****P < 0.0005; ns, no
significance.
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lymph-borne materials. We aimed to establish which compo-
nents of lymph are essential for rapid neutrophil recruitment to
the LN within 4 hpi. Skin-derived migrating antigen-presenting
cells (DCs) will not arrive in the LN via lymphatic vessels by
4 hpi and thus, are unlikely to trigger the first wave of neutro-
phil recruitment via HEVs (17, 52). Previous studies have shown
that neutrophils can travel through lymphatic vessels to the LN
(11–13). We showed that while the neutrophil number sharply
increased in both the footpad and the LNs between 2 and 4 hpi,
lymphatic trafficking of neutrophils was not detectable between
2 and 4 hpi by time-lapse images. Bogoslowski et al. (7) also
showed that blocking neutrophil HEV transmigration abrogated
neutrophil recruitment to the LN, demonstrating that neutrophils
were recruited via HEVs before 4 hpi. Although cells migrating
from lymphatics are usually present in the SCS, it is important
to note that neutrophils in the SCS do not solely come from
lymphatic vessels. After a skin infection, neutrophils can migrate
from HEV to SCS very quickly to interact with bacteria
restricted in the SCS (7, 8). These observations proved that
the first wave of neutrophils was recruited from HEV in LN.
Even if there is a small number of neutrophils that migrate from
lymphatic vessels, the neutrophil lymphatic trafficking did not
contribute to the early neutrophil recruitment via HEVs.
Our results did not conflict with the fact that neutrophils

can travel through lymphatic vessels to the LN at later times or
in other conditions. Hampton et al. (11) performed photocon-
version on the infected skin area at 4 hpi and collected LN at
8 hpi (4 to 8 hpi). During this time frame, around 2.5% of the
neutrophils in the LNs came from lymphatic vessels (11). Studies
by Rigby et al. (12) and Gorlino et al. (13) did not quantify the
proportion of the neutrophils that came from lymphatic vessels
or blood vessels. Rigby et al. (12) showed that the rapid neutro-
phil adhesion and transmigration across lymphatic endothelial
cells only occurred when lymphatic endothelial cells were preac-
tivated with tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) for 24 h. Gorlino
et al. (13) injected isolated neutrophils to better study the mech-
anism of neutrophil lymphatic trafficking. Thus, neutrophil lym-
phatic trafficking requires sufficient neutrophils in the skin and
activated lymphatic vessels. Neutrophils usually do not reside in
healthy skin. For spontaneous neutrophil lymphatic migration
postinfection, neutrophils first need to exit from the bloodstream
and enter the infected skin. Skin neutrophils may then invade the
lymphatic vessels and travel to the LN. Time to activate lymphatic
vessels for neutrophil migration would also be required. In physio-
logical conditions, these steps might take a few hours. Therefore,
0 to 4 and 4 to 8 hpi are significantly different time frames for
spontaneous neutrophil lymphatic trafficking. The differences in
time, mechanism, and function between lymphatic trafficking
neutrophils and HEV trafficking neutrophils require future com-
prehensive studies.
Even though our results showed that lymphatic vessels did

not directly transport neutrophils to the LN by 4 hpi, they still
delivered S. aureus and regulatory factors. We showed that
chemokines (CXCL1 and CXCL2) in the skin were sufficient
to recruit neutrophils in the LN as early as 2 h. While
CXCL1/2 are trafficked in the lymph, they are not the only
lymph-borne factors to reach the draining LN. Other regula-
tory factors, such as chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2)
and complement component 5a (C5a), can also flow to the LN.
S. aureus is able to reach the LN and could be responsible for
the recruitment of neutrophils in the LN by activating
LN-resident immune cells to produce CXCL1 and CXCL2. Our
study showed that S. aureus enters the LN as early as 10 mpi
and reaches a plateau by 2 hpi. When lymphatic vessels were

sutured at 2 hpi, there was sufficient S. aureus in the LN to acti-
vate LN-resident cells. However, CXCL1, CXCL2, and other
inflammatory chemokines and cytokines were globally reduced in
the LN. Additionally, i.n. injection of S. aureus could not effec-
tively recruit neutrophils to the LN. These results together sug-
gested that without lymph flow or the concomitant skin infection,
the presence of bacteria in the LN could not effectively produce
CXCL1 and CXCL2 nor recruit neutrophils by 4 hpi. Our study
could not exclude the possibility that active lymph flow might be
required to maintain the activity of LN-resident cells or that i.n.
injected bacteria might not activate proper populations of
LN-resident cells at 4 hpi. However, these possibilities do not con-
flict with the conclusion that neutrophil migration in the LN
depends on active lymph flow from skin to the LN nor do they
exclude the importance of LN-resident cell activation in other
steps of immune protection or other types of infection in the LN
(2, 19, 53).

Lymphatic dysfunction often occurs during inflammation
(41, 42, 47). OX skin inflammation is used to study lymphatic
dysfunction as well as dermatitis (37, 38). Our study showed
that lymph could not effectively reach HEVs in OX-treated
mice, especially in the interfollicular and T cell zones. The
impaired lymph flow is associated with altered neutrophil response
in OX-inflamed LNs. Neutrophils in LN are essential in clear-
ing local bacteria and systemic spreading during S. aureus infec-
tion (7). We found delayed bacterial clearance and a trend of
increased systemic dissemination in the OX inflammation
model. Dermatitis increases the risk of SSTI, and persistent
skin infection also increases the risk of bacterial systemic dis-
semination (bacteremia). Our findings suggested a potential
mechanism of prolonged MRSA infection in dermatitis.

It has been reported that constant lymph flow is required to
maintain HEV-specific gene expression and LN cell homeosta-
sis (44, 46, 54, 55). HEV-specific gene expression is reduced in
the LN during OX skin inflammation (45, 56–58). It is, there-
fore, possible that the altered lymph flow changes HEV-specific
gene expression and hence, reduces neutrophil migration. How-
ever, the neutrophil–HEV luminal interaction and the total
number of neutrophils at 4 hpi were comparable between con-
trol and OXd4 LNs, indicating the reduced HEV gene expres-
sion was not the major factor for the neutrophil positioning
in the MS of the OXd4 LNs. OX skin inflammation induced
global changes in the LN microenvironment. However,
integrin-α1, -αM, -β1, -β2, and -αL were comparable between
control and OXd4 LNs (proteomic analysis), indicating that
neutrophil surface integrins were not interrupted by skin
inflammation. Additionally, we examined the number of circu-
lating neutrophils and the chemokine receptors on circulating
neutrophils at 4 hpi between control and OXd4 mice. The
numbers of circulating neutrophils in blood at 4 hpi are similar
between control and OXd4 mice. The L-selectin, CXCR2,
CXCR4, and C5aR were also similar, indicating that OX
inflammation did not significantly reduce circulating neutro-
phils or the availability of the molecules required for neutrophil
recruitment to the LN (SI Appendix, Fig. 8). Changes in lymph
distribution in the LN played a critical role in regulating neu-
trophil migration to the LNs in S. aureus infection during skin
inflammation.

In summary, active lymph flow carries regulatory factors from
the infected skin to the LN and facilitates the distribution of
lymph components to proper locations to ensure spatial and
temporal neutrophil recruitment from HEVs into the LN. Dur-
ing skin inflammation, interrupted lymph flow impaired neutro-
phil migration and was associated with persistent infection in the
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LN and a trend of bacteremia when exposed to S. aureus infec-
tion (Fig. 7F).

Materials and Methods

All animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the University of Calgary
Animal Care and Ethics Committee. C57BL/6 mice were infected with MRSA in
healthy condition and during the OX-induced skin inflammation condition.
Lymph drainage was blocked by surgical suture. Lymph drainage and neutrophil
infiltration in the LN were studied at 4 hpi by fixed sample imaging, intravital
time-lapse imaging, and flow cytometry analysis. More information is provided
in SI Appendix.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or supporting
information.
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